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1. Context



Purpose: knowledge integration

� Research on small rodents hosts and their parasites is 
composite:
� multi-fields, multi-scale, multi-purpose

� Clear ranking of underlying causes (Broëckling et al., 2006) may 
be under debate

� Making a global picture would disentangle the field’s complexity



How to progress toward a global picture ? 



Aim: integration tool

� Develop a framework 
devoted to the integrative 
articulation of knowledge on 
this field (example on 
coastal management)

� Model structure considered 
as : 
� a medium for exchange of 

disciplinary knowledge

� canvas for field integration



2. Field overview

(just snapshots)



Research at the population level : 1° biotopes, ecotones
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Research at the community level : 2°

soil, trophic webs, habitats, 

ecosystems …



Research at the individual level: 3° eco-physiology & trade offs 
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Research at the inter-individual level: 4° host-parasite interaction
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Research at the inner-individual level: 5° relationships physiology -

immunocompetency – behavior 

regulation



Research at the sub-cellular level: 6° cytogenetics and genetics

MHC – gene complex

Chromosome hybridation
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Research at the sub-cellular level: 7°

phylogeny & co-evolution host-

parasites



Research at the clade level: 8° co-evolution/co-adaptation

Volobouev et al., 2001



Summary set of research scales

�

� Population

� Community

� Inter-individual

� Individual

� Inner-individual

� Sub-cellular

QuestionQuestion::

on what formal on what formal 

basis establishing basis establishing 

a core a core 

framework ?framework ?

� Clade



3. Challenges bound to the formalization,

and lines of thought for the implementation

1. Problems regarding scales

2. Generic/compatible formalization



Problem regarding functional scales : 

one cannot formalize all levels 

although the hierarchy appears to be a 
continuum



Compromising on functional scales

� Hierarchy theory→ nearly decomposable system 
(Simon, 1962)or holons(Koestler, 1968)

� Pros:
� Focus on discrete hierarchical level, favors a gradual 

accretion of the domain aspects
� Based on the scientist interests : case studies

� Cons: 
� Do not permit to catch the continuous emergence, miss 

the interplay of feedback processes across several 
integration levels (Broëckling et al., 2006)



Problems regarding temporal scale …

(how to deal with a wide range of…)

Strand E, Huse G, Giske J. (2002) Artificial evolution of life history and 
behavior. The American Naturalist 159:624-644

… and Spatial scale:
(hope) there also exist identical formal artifices to account for great ranges of 

spatial scales…



Problem regarding generic/compatible formalization
The framework should have to potentially formalize all significant 

processes: heterogeneous mechanisms

Cell
division

Immune reaction

Epidemic diffusion

Species
evolution� search for common primitives



A.- Search for common primitives inspired 

from life science: species survival example
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A.- Search for common primitives inspired 

from life science: species survival example

GrowthGrowth

Nb: DeAngelis & Mooij, 2005: dispersal, reproduction, survival
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B.  Search for common primitives inspired from experts 

knowledge

���� Elicitation of the scientists expertise to determine 

the questions’ range

Modeling protocol : 
1. Documentation
2. Interaction (consultation)
3. Elicitation 
4. Reification
5. Articulation (types consolidation)
6. Formalization 



Interviews of the

theme scientists

Each item may be a 
source for 
formalization

(� data sets)

Given a limited
quantity of resources
there are …



Significant
Item identified
by the scientist

metatype
deduced

Reification of the

scientist discourse and

stepwise elaboration of

the knowledge types



Resulting shared typology among the experts

ResultResult : : A scope of subjects distinct from the raw description of concrete items



C.- Search for common primitives inspired from 

complex systems science

1. The complex system’s approach is mostly focused on 
the emergent high level patterns and phenomenon

� Self-organization, adaptation,
� Sensitivity to initial conditions, non linearity, far-from-

equilibrium, phase transition, criticality
� Emergent properties, 

2. Restricted to a small (in fact parsimonious) set of 
necessary characteristics and underlying mechanisms

� Items, diversity of items,
� Items’ interaction, feedback
� Environment (open systems), internal and external factors, 

note: note: maybe not enough to establish a true link between sub-systems



D.- Search for common primitives inspired from 

computer science: example from Breckling et al., 2006

Computer agent �

note: note: risk of obtaining a patchwork of heterogeneous procedures for the natural aspects



D.- Search for common primitives inspired from 

computer science: the Multi-agent formalism

communication

action
perception

OBJECTS FROM

THE ENVIRONMENT

Know-
ledge

resources

goals

(from Ferber, 1999)ENVIRONMENT

AGENT

AGENT

NB : NB : generic formalism implicit within the IBM/ABM modeling scheme



Conclusion

� Choosing a generic formalization inspired from (i) life, 
(ii) scientific knowledge, (iii) complex system 
approach or (iv) computer science ?

� Each carries potentials and drawbacks

� The answer may be a hybrid or combination taking the 
best of the four worlds.

� But the question remains…


